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EUROPEAN KENDO FEDERATION 

ヨーロッパ剣道連盟

NATIONALITY EXEMPTION REQUEST (NER)1 

For (the “Person”) 

EKF-Nr Given Name Family Name 

Gender Birth Date Dan2 Nationality 

We ask for an exception from the Rule of Nationality of the represented Country, as the Person 

shall be representing 

EKF Member – Applicant Country 

In 

EKF Event Date Place Discipline 

Please answer the following questions: 

1. Were Nationality Exemption Requests GRANTED before and if yes, for which event

(EC, WKC)?

2. Since what date is the Person living in the Applicant Country?

3. What is the residency status of the Person (Permanent, Limited Student or Work visa,

etc.)?

4. Is the EKF administration for the Person vested in the Applicant Country, by transfer

or initially?

5. For how long does the Person reasonably plan to stay in the Applicant Country?

1 Please complete a form for each Person and each event seperately. 
2 In the relevant discipline, i.e. Kendo, Iaido or Jodo. 
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6. Has the person private connections to the Applicant Country, i.e. employment, studies,

family, etc? If yes, please state.

7. Where and when did the person start to practice the relevant discipline?

8. Was the person ever part of a national team other than of the Applicant Country? If

yes, which team, when? Please attach a declaration of agreement by that country

hereto.

Please note: 

1. The decision by the EKF BO will be based on the criteria as identified in the EKF General Assembly in

Skopje, 2016, i.e. for nationals of EKF-Countries the time of residence in the applicant country, transfer

of EKF administration to applicant country has taken place, agreement needed by country of nationality

if the person in question previously was a member in the national team there. In other cases, or where

these criteria are not met, further checks may be necessary and deviating decisions are reserved.

2. Exception has to be requested again for each and any further event. Practical point: In each request

please put the Name of the person concerned + „NER“ into the subject line of your mail, this helps

a lot if many requests are dealt with. Further, please use the request form as offered on the EKF

page / documents. Thank you!

3. In the EKF database, please complete/correct the data for the Person (nationality, country of birth,

birthplace). JUST FOR THE REGISTRATION TO THE EVENT set her/his nationality to your

federation's and correct back after registration.

For further questions, you can contact the signatory. 

For the Applicant County: The President 

Name: 

Email: 

Signature: 

Date: 
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